
Note that the term “box rules” has different interpretations in the intermodal industry.  In this paper, we are referring 
to “box rules” to mean operational restrictions on the physical sourcing/use of chassis by EPs, and not the billing 
construct used by certain interoperable chassis pools, such as the LA/LB Pool of Pools, to facilitate assignment of 
usage and billing responsibility among the contributors of assets to those pools. 
 

Chassis End User “Box Rules” Exacerbate Inefficiencies in the Supply Chain 
 
 
THE PROBLEM 
  
Motor carriers who transport international marine containers require chassis to initiate and complete a 
container move. For this reason, chassis are a critical component in the global supply chain, yet they 
are the most susceptible to availability disruption from external pressures.  
 
Chassis availability can be impacted by many factors including manufacturing and or production 
constraints due to raw material procurement, labor availability, component delivery delays, 
international tariffs and, finally, operational restrictions and their subsequent commercial 
repercussions. 
 
Operational restrictions on chassis usage are restrictions are known as “Box Rules” in the end 
user/motor carrier and shipper community. They are imposed by the container owner, who are referred 
to as Equipment Providers (EPs).   
 
EPs are providing the container “equipment” for their own use or for use by their shipper customers to 
transport goods over sea and/or land. Many EPs are also vessel operating ocean carriers.  
 
While EPs own the container, they do not typically own the chassis it moves on, nevertheless they 
exercise controlling interest through end user restrictions (Box Rules) over chassis usage via 
commercial agreements with their shipper customers. 
 
The operational restrictions, while comparatively the easiest to control, are sometimes the biggest 
impediment to efficient movement of goods. 
 
A White House Fact Sheet “Lowering Prices and Leveling the Playing Field in Ocean Shipping” speaks 
to the end user definition of Box Rules and their impact on supply chain fluidity:  
 
The Fact Sheet refers to “‘box rules’ that require truckers to use only certain trailers to haul their 
containers – thus forcing truckers to wait for the ‘right’ kind of trailer to become available.” While 
the White House describes chassis as “trailers” in the Fact Sheet, the description is attributed to chassis.  
 
These end-user “Box Rules” are in effect commercial rules imposed on motor carriers by EPs for 
chassis usage. These rules apply even when the EP is not designating the truck move.  
 
BOX RULES AND END USERS 
 
EPs frequently impose Box Rules in shipping arrangements known as “Merchant Haulage” where the 
shipper is securing the truck move separately from the ocean or rail move. They also impose these 
rules on “Carrier Haulage” where the truck move is included in the shipping agreement. In Carrier 
Haulage, the EP either directly designates a motor carrier for the truck move on behalf of the shipper 
or engages a shipper nominated trucker for the truck move per shipper direction.  
 
 



In both Merchant Haulage and Carrier Haulage arrangements, when EPs include chassis as part of the 
commercial agreement for container movement, the motor carrier who is contracted to move the 
container is instructed to use the particular chassis designated by the EP, either from a dedicated pool 
that the EP controls themselves or from an interoperable pool where an EP identifies a specific chassis 
provider as eligible for use in the move.  
 
This EP imposed arrangement under both Carrier and Merchant Haulage effectively restricts the 
availability of chassis to only the designated sources, and typically only for that designated or other 
eligible move.  
 
Box Rules are especially problematic in Merchant Haulage and certain Carrier Haulage arrangements 
when the EP does not designate the truck move but restricts chassis usage all the same. Motor carriers 
will scramble to find the correct chassis to service the shipper customer and may very well be unable 
to secure the right kind of chassis in a timely fashion.  
 
When EP designated chassis are unavailable for container pick-up, motor carriers will sometimes seek 
to utilize an alternative chassis to maintain fluidity within the supply chain. By doing so however, the 
motor carrier is simultaneously risking any type of reimbursement for that chassis usage from the 
shipper or EP.  
 
Furthermore, it is not uncommon for interoperable chassis pools to be shut out of a drop location by 
the location operator because of congestion or space constraints.  When attempting to secure a valid 
return location, the motor carrier may have to move the chassis to a new destination or be forced to 
retain the chassis until that motor carrier is able to re-use the chassis or return it to a specific location.  
 
Currently, motor carriers are not reimbursed for the revenue loss due to space allocation, lost time and 
fuel burned when repositioning or storing chassis. In all cases, neither the EP nor the chassis provider 
will accept financial responsibility for compensating the motor carrier for these costs.   
 
These operational costs are in addition to the chassis use charges that continue to mount until that 
chassis is terminated at an acceptable location or re-used in another eligible move. Additionally, there 
are severe monetary penalties for truckers who pick up a chassis from one terminal and mistakenly 
return it to another or use the chassis for a non-designated or eligible box move. 
 
End-User Box Rules Have Caused:  
 

• Increase in split chassis moves or dislocation – This is when a trucker goes to one place for the 
chassis and another to pick up the box or when a trucker must terminate a box in one location 
and then return the chassis to a different location. This process that can add 45-90 minutes to 
the trip. 
 

• Increased idle/wait time – Truck drivers oftentimes wait for the right chassis contracted for that 
EP’s container to come available. This limits terminal fluidity and eats up valuable hours of 
service time for the driver, subsequently decreasing overall driver productivity. All these 
factors contribute to congestion and backups. 
 

• Increased costs for motor carriers – Truckers must frequently reposition chassis without 
additional compensation from EPs, despite the fact that the EPs themselves have imposed the 
restrictive use requirements contributing to the additional truck moves and trips. 
 



More fuel burned and precious time wasted waiting for a chassis along with repositioning and storing 
chassis equals more costs to motor carriers, which eventually means more cost to consumers, and more 
hurdles to bring product to market for American businesses.  
 
SOLUTIONS  
 
To achieve sustainable efficiency gains for chassis utilization and availability within the supply chain, 
any potential solution must be developed with all actors involved. 
 
Nevertheless, additional Federal action, such as Legislation, or a Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) 
rulemaking will likely be needed.  
 
The formal legislative or regulatory pathway will be the most effective approach to eliminate 
inefficient end user Box Rules altogether by preventing any type of chassis restrictions on motor 
carriers via arrangements where the EP is not designating the truck move.  
 
Clearly and unambiguously codifying a limitation on EP end user Box Rules to only certain Carrier 
Haulage arrangements will ensure that chassis use restrictions are applied only when the EP is 
designating the motor carrier themselves, without shipper preference or direction. 
  
This change would result in improved interoperable usage within existing pool structures and also 
allow motor carriers the opportunity to utilize alternative forms of capacity that exist today (i.e. motor 
carrier owned and/or leased chassis) as necessary under their own commercial agreements with shipper 
customers. A shift away from the status quo will encourage fluidity in the supply chain and allow 
truckers and shippers the freedom to utilize any chassis to move containers quickly and without 
restriction. 
 
The less time spent repositioning or hunting for the “right” chassis due to over restrictive usage 
requirements, the more efficient the supply chain will operate. More efficiencies will lead to a reduction 
in overall transportation costs, ultimately benefitting American businesses and the consumer.  
 
Please contact the Harbor Trucking Association for more information on this and other drayage related 
policy items: info@harbortruckers.org : www.harbortruckers.org  
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